India with its vast population and a largely tropical climate is the hub of infections associated with considerable morbidity and mortality. Infections assume a significant proportion of cases in dermatologic practice. In this context, the title "A comprehensive approach to Infections in Dermatology" is a relevant and useful work, compiled exclusively by Indian authors. The editors and contributors need appreciation for having attempted to collate and amalgamate the information available on the subject. The text is formatted into eight sections and twenty chapters with the subtitles such as abstract, introduction, etiology, epidemiology, clinical features, course and complications, differential diagnosis, investigations, treatment, conclusion, and key points with the help of flowcharts, tables, and pictures, etc.

Although it is titled comprehensive, this book provides more aptly a concise account of different aspects of more common and some rare infectious skin diseases. The most useful feature of the book is the large number of representative clinical photographs which make learning and recognition much easier. Recent aspects of these diseases have been included. This book has a few lapses also. Some chapters pertaining to important diseases like leprosy, (Chapter 11) are too oversimplified; title of the Chapter 19 has been named as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) instead of adding infection or disease at the end; In Chapter 19, Line No 511, Left column, Azidothymidine (or) Zidovudine in place of Azithromycin (AZT) and acute primary HIV infection has been listed under noninfectious dermatoses group in page 512 and Table 5. On the whole, this book provides valuable information about skin infections; however, it cannot replace the need of consulting standard textbooks available on the subject.

In my opinion, this book is essential on the desk of institutional libraries, practicing physicians, postgraduate residents, consultants and academician\'s in the field of dermatology and allied basic sciences and I have great pleasure in recommending it.
